
BIG SUR RECOLLECTIONS

Big Sur artworks explore the   
mysteries and moods of this               

Pacific Coast Shangri-la.

Gary Conway the artist

https://www.garycarmodyconway.com/

https://www.garycarmodyconway.com/


It is said, "Big Sur is not so much a place as a state of mind."   It is meaningful to 
add, “... a state of being." 



colors run deep



For the artist Big Sur stalls creation for it overwhelms with awe. Are we as mortals 
even capable of such chronicling? 



Big Sur landscapes and vineyards
richest soils known 

unprecedented studies directed attention below the surface  
possessing the magnificent array of mineral hues 

interwoven with the purest skies of blazing clean color  
inspire a new art form.,

Big Sur 38



Mountainside reflection over the decades directs this artwork. These paintings attempt to 
capture those feelings in creative expression. 





art
all encompassing

Gary Conway has painted all his life.  Over the decades the surrounding mountain 
lands inspire the subject matter to probe deep and emotional.



art
all encompassing

Big Sur 6



The Big Sur mountains typify the drama of the California Coast with nature the resident 
artist.  The sky-like abstracts play a seductive role. The foreground reveals a world of 
mineral intense hues.



Big Sur 10
Big Sur 41



The hues and views of Big Sur country are a voyage of the imagination.  To paint 
Big Sur is to revere pure nature. 
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